German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
106th Championship Show
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BABY PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
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ALLINKA WILL OF THE FORCE 29/09/2021 3100438156 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp UK) Dam: Ica Von Der Zenteiche Td (Imp Deu) Brd: Mr A & Mrs
F Henderson Exh: Ms M Rovetto
Y:0 M:5 D:14
TRAYKEN DOROTHY DINOSAUR 04/12/2021 3100441418. Sire: olymp Vom
Larchenhain (Imp.Deu) Dam Bronboreo Wog in Garden. Brd: Mrs. T. Hill. Exh:
Mrs. Tracey Hill.
Y:0M:3D:8

MINOR PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
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REICHUND JUMPT THE DITCH (IMP NZ) 20/06/2021 08490-2021 Sire: Uk
Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Nz Ch Reichund Ohso Devious Brd: L
Amlehn Exh: J Morris & L Amlehn
Y:0 M:8 D:23 Well developed expressive feminine sable bitch who presents a
very good picture in stance. Very good head and ear set. Good length of neck,
tha is just a little erect. Good top and underline. Very good angulations at this
age. Quite good stepping front and rear. She is well balanced with very good
drive and reach. A clear winner of this class.
VONDELRAE GEEZE LOUISE 23/07/2021 5100126445 Sire: Stolzerhund
Remeber Me Dam: Wildhertz Let’S Dream Big Brd: Mr J & Mrs L Phillis Exh: Mr
J & Mrs L Phillis And Miss C & Miss J Bird
Y:0 M:7 D:20 Expressive well proportioned black and red gold puppy of good
type. Feminine head, desired dark eyes. The ears are yet to firm. Good top and
underline. Balanced angulations. Steep pasterns. Steps correct at rear, stands
and steps not quite correct in front. In movement shows good ground coverage
with good enthusiasm falling just slightly on the forehand.
DERHARV GOLD CURRENCY 10/09/2021 3100437428 Sire: Obama Du
Montgison (Imp Deu) Dam: Derharv Pure Blonde Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs Hannah
Kelly
Y:0 M:6 D:2 :Quite well constructed well boned feminine sable puppy of

good type. Very dark mask, the eye should be a fraction darker and the
skull a little broader. Good neck, level wither, slight rise in the topline,
rather steep croup. Good fore and slightly steep hindquarter angulation.
Stands and steps not quite correct in front, just a little narrow at rear.
Shows good movement.
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CHIEFVON ANGEL 07/08/2021 4100358520 Sire: Eroica Ice Ice Baby Dam:
Bhuachaille Fatal Attraction Brd: Chiefvon - Janah Brancatisano Exh: Janah
Brancatisano
Y:0 M:7 D:5 Expresive black and gold elongated puppy of good type. The skull
is a little domed, the eye should be darker. Level topline. Quite well moulded
croup. Good bone strength. Good top and underline. The tail has a cast to the
left. Good firmness of hocks. Stands and steps not correct in front. Shows
normal movement, slight restriction in the forereach and falling on the forehand
during the individual presentation.
PUPPY BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
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BRONBOREO WALKAWAY 01/04/2021 6100129801 Sire: Wulkano Uno Von
Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) Dam: Seigen Hayos Asha Brd: Pereira/Pritchard Exh:
Ms M Rovetto
Y:0 M:11 D:11 Top size, well boned, well coloured black and red long stock
coat female puppy of pleasing type. Expressive head with desired dark eyes.
Good length of neck, slightly erect in its lay. Level wither, slight rise in the
topline. Well moulded slightly steep croup. Very good forequarter angulation.
Deep hindquarter angulation with a long upper thigh. Standing not quite correct
in front. Good fore where the chest depth is on the maximum. Stepping very
narrow going, not quite correct coming, the elbows are still to firm. Shows good
sequence of steps. The back should be more level in movement and she
displays a tendancy for a slight stepping action in the forereach.
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RANDINKA TYPHON TESS 25/05/2021 3100431700 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia Imp Uk Dam: Randinka Turkish Delight Brd: G. Green Exh: Greg
Green & M Baldwin
Y:0 M:9 D:18 Correct size, expressive slightly stetched black and gold long
stock coat female presented in out of coat condition. The skull is slightly
domed. Good upper and lower jaws. Good masking. Good length of neck.
Level wither, good topline. The foreleg should be longer. Just a little upright in
the front pasterns. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.. Should
stand a little more correct in front. Normal puppy firmness of hocks and elbows.
Shows good movement, where she should carry the wither a little higher.
JUNIOR BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
BODECKA OOH LA LA (AI) AZ 11/10/2020 3100418427 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia Dam: Bodecka Mayhem Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph
Y:1 M:5 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/28. Above medium size, strong and
substantial slightly stretched black and gold female of very pleasing type.
Strong but still feminine head. Very good strength of the upper and lower jaws.
The eye should be a fraction darker. Good ear set and size. Very good length
of neck. Good top and underline. Very good fore and just slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good forechest, however the underchest should not
get any deeper. Presented in out of coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, correct at front. Very good sequence of steps with a free flowing
movement.
AZINCOURT MISS DIOR 27/01/2021 2100558327 Sire: * Ch. Siobahn Greyt
Impact (Ai) Dam: Ch Lindenelm Fancy Tickled Pink Brd: A & S Bird Exh: Miss
C Bird
Y:1 M:1 D:16 Height/Depth of Chest: 58/26. Medium, size, expressive medium
strong, sable female with very good pigmentation. Feminine head, slight roman
nose. The dark eyes are a little round. Good neck, level wither, slight peak in
the topline when standing and moving. Slightly short, slightly steep croup.
Good length of the upper arm that is set a little steep. Deep hindquarter
angulation. Good broad thighs. Standing not quite correct in front. Stepping a
little narrow at rear, slightly loose hocks. The elbows are slightly open. Shows
good ground coverage in the gait however the backline presents with a peak.
She should carry her tail a little lower and show a little more self assurance in
the ring.

INTERMEDIATE BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
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CH DAMONTE MADISON AVENUE 16/06/2019 5100112751 Sire: Bellamie
Vom Praester-Land Dam: Ch Khayem Odette Az Bscl1 Brd: Exh Exh: Vivien
Drummond
Y:2 M:8 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/27. Double P1 upper right. Well above
medium size, medium strong, well constructed, well proportioned black and
gold female of pleasing type. Good head where the eye should be a little
darker. The ears are a little wide set. Good length of neck. Very good top and
underline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good forechest.
The pasterns should be just a little firmer. Tail has a cast to the right. Stands
and steps not quite correct front and rear. In movement presents very good
drive, however she should be a little more free in the reach. Good firmness of
ligamentation.
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JARVINIA RAZZLE DAZZLE AZ 18/03/2020 3100407079 Sire: Beautrae
Xfactor Dam: Stobar Yalina Brd: Jarvinia Kennels Exh: Narelle Cullen
Y:1 M:11 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/27.5. Large, medium strong, well
proportioned sable long stock coat female who presentes a good picture in
stance. Expressive feminine head, with rather large ears. Medium eye. Roman
nose. Good length of neck that is set slightly erect. Good topline.The upper
arm and shoulder blade are set slightly steep. Deep hindquarter angulation
with good broad thighs.Good forechest, slightly short underchest. The pasterns
are a little steep and should be a little longer. Good length of foreleg. Steps a
little narrow at rear, correct at front however the elbows should be more closed.
Tail has a cast to the left. The movement should be more balanced but shows
good ground coverage. Displayed a slight stepping action in the forereach
during the individual presentation.
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BHUACHAILLE FATAL ATTRACTION 30/08/2019 2100525991 Sire:
Sundaneka Huggy Bear Dam: Bhuachaille Xhibitionist Brd: Bhuachaille
Kennels Exh: Janah Brancatisano
Y:2 M:6 D:13 Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/26.5.Well above medium size,
strong and substantial black and gold female of good type. Slight Roman nose.
The eye should be a fraction darker. The ears are just slightly wide set. The
neck should be a little longer. Level withers, straight back, short steep croup.
Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation where there is an inbalance
in the upper and lower thigh. Good length of foreleg. Good fore and slightly
short underchest. Stands and steps not correct in front. Stepping very narrow
at rear. Long pasterns. The tail has a cast to the left. She displays good ground
coverage, however has atendancy to fall quite heavily on the forehand.
OPEN BITCH - LONG STOCK COAT
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*LORDAVO ROYAL SYMPHONY AZ 16/11/2017 3100366330 Sire: *Ch
Jayshell Glasgow AZ Dam: Ch Zandrac Duchess Satine Kryze Brd: Exh Exh:
David & Lorelle Organ
Y:4 M:3 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/28. Large, medium strong, dry and
firm, well constructed, well proportioned black and gold female of excellent
type. Expressive feminine head, with very good masking and eye colour. Well
set ears. Very good top and underline with lovely reach of neck. Very good fore
and slightly deep hindquarter angulation with broad powerful thighs. Steps
correct at rear, not quite correct at front. The elbows are slightly open. Displays
very good topline in movement with very good sequence of steps, a slight
tendancy to step a little in the fore reach which settled in the gaiting part of the
exercise. In all respects a very beautiful long stock coat female that is close to
the standard. Gunsure
*CH MAADRICA ANYA AZ CCD RN TD ET 18/08/2017 3100362767 Sire:
Conbhairean Karlos Dam: Shaeferhund Nelke Brd: Ms H Walter & Mr J Schulz
Exh: Mrs D & Mr R Cameron
Y:4 M:6 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/28.5. Large, substantial expressive
well coloured, well pigmented bblack and red gold female of very pleasing type.
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Shown in slightly heavy condition. Very good head with good strength of upper
and lower jaws. Very good eye colour. Well set ears which are just a little large.
Very good length of neck, high withers, straight back, well moulded croup. Very
good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation with very good breadth of
thigh. Very good underline. Standing just not quite correct in front. Steps a little
narrow at rear where the hocks should be a little firmer. The elbows are a little
open. In movement shows a free roomy easy gait with a very good sequence
of steps. Gunsure.
*DERHARV GOLD EDITION 02/11/2018 3100385483 Sire: *Karabach Night
Force AZ Dam: *Derharv Generation Gold A Z Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs Hannah Kelly
Y:3 M:4 D:10 Height/Depth of Chest: 57/26. P1s should be more prominant.
Medium size, medium strong, feminine red sable female of good type. Very
good head and expression with good ear set and good masking. The neck is
set just a little erect. High withers, firm back, slightly short croup that is well
moulded. The upper arm is of good length but set a little steep. Slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Well muscled thighs. Pronounced fore and very good
underchest. Standing not quite correct in front. The pasterns should be firmer.
Stepping very narrow at rear slightly cow hocked. Stands and steps not correct
in front. Elbows are slightly open. Displays very strong drive and good reach
with a good sequence of steps just falling a little on the forehand. Gunsure
*KARABACH QUITE A SKYWALKER AZ 16/04/2019 2100519017 Sire: Uk
Ch Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Sadria Tillys Pepper Brd: J Carter
Exh: Ms M Rovetto
Y:2 M:10 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 61/28. Very large, medium strong, well
proportioned black and gold long stock coat female whose black saddle
markings should be much more pronounced. Very good head and expression.
Slight Roman nose. Good masking. Good eye colour. Very good length of neck
that is set slightly erect. High withers, firm straight back, well moulded croup
that is just a little steep. Long upper arm that is set slightly steep. Deep
hindquarter angulation. Standing not quite correct in front. Pronounced fore
and slightly short underchest. The rib cage is a little flat. Stepping narrow at
rear, slightly cow hocked. Stepping not quite correct in front where the elbows
should be more closed. There is a slight imbalance in the movement that
shows very good ground coverage with a good sequence of steps, however
presents with a tendancy to slightly high step in the reach to take up the power
from the rear. Gunsure
*ALLINKA VILLO AZ 31/10/2019 3100399588 Sire: Uk Ch Conbhairean
Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Ica Von Der Zenteiche Brd: Mr A& Mrs F Henderson
Exh: Anne M Lee & Livio Frescura
Y:2 M:4 D:12 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/27.5. Large, medium strong, feminine
long stock coat bitch of good type and proportions. Good head, slight Roman
nose, the eye should be darker. Good ear set. The neck should be a fraction
longer. Level wither. Straight back presenting with a downward bend in the
lumbar spine. The croup is steep. Stands not correct in front, stepping correct
in rear with good hock joints, the elbows should be more closed. Displays
powerful drive with a slight restriction in the reach with good back
ligamentation. Gunsure
*WILDHERTZ LETS DREAM BIG AZ 28/10/2017 1500102724 Sire: Ch Eroica
Erotic Erik Az Dam: Ch Arkahla You Lookin At Me Az Brd: C Beckett Exh: J & L
Phillis
Y:4 M:4 D:15 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/29. Large, medium strong black and
gold slightly stretched female of good type. The saddle should be more
defined. Good head, the ears should be firmer. The right ear is slightly loose
and turned in. Good neck, level wither, well moulded slightly steep croup.
Pronounced fore and underchest. Very good forequarter angulation. Slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. Should stand more correct in front. Stepping a
little wide at rear, the elbows are open. In movement displays very good drive
and good reach and maintains a good topline. Gunsure

Long Stock Coat CHALLENGE BITCH
Long Stock Coat RESERVE CHALLENGE BITCH
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LOZANI ORIA 16/09/2021 2100571905 Sire: Wulkano-Uno Von
Schnitzerteam Dam: Zandrac Wisdom (Iid) Brd: Kennel Lozani Exh: Mr Z
Petreski
Y:0 M:5 D:27
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ALLINKA WILMA 29/09/2021 3100438153 Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia Dam: Ica
Von Der Zenteiche Td Brd: A.F Henderson Exh: R.M. Lowery
Y:0 M:5 D:14
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SCHAEFERHUND PHANTA 06/10/2021 3100438933 Sire: Laiko Vom
Hühnegrab Dam: Schaeferhund Ica Brd: Exh Exh: Ilona Bohdal
Y:0 M:5 D:6
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ALLINKA WANDA 29/09/2021 3100438155 Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp
Uk) Dam: Ica Von Der Zenteiche Td (Imp Deu) Brd: Mr A & Mrs F Henderson
Exh: Mr R & Mrs C Batchelor
Y:0 M:5 D:14
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WILLMAURS HARLOW HIPPIE 17/11/2021 3100440093 Sire: Willmaurs
Romford Reggie Dam: Willmaurs Elly Mae Brd: Exh Exh: Mr W & Mrs M
Goodwin
Y:0 M:3 D:26
MINOR PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT
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ROXAMBURG COMING TO GET YOU 19/06/2021 7100049301 Sire:
*Wulkano-Uno Von Scnitzerteam Dam: *Ch Roxamburg Rebel For Kicks Az
Brd: Roxamburg Kennels Exh: Glenn & Kristy Hall
Y:0 M:8 D:24 Medium strong, well proportioned expressive black and gold
female puppy of very good type. Good top and underline. Very good
angulations. Presented in out of coat condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear,
correct in front with good firmness of hock and elbow joints. Shows good
balance on the move and a good sequence of steps for her age.
SCHAEFERHUND OLINDA 10/08/2021 3100435749 Sire: Ulle Von Tronje
Dam: Schaeferhund Caddie Brd: Exh Exh: Ilona Bohdal
Y:0 M:7 D:2 Medium strong, well coloured and pigmented slightly stretched
puppy of good type. Feminine head, ears yet to firm, neck is set slightly erect.
High withers, straight back, quite well moulded croup. Good fore and slightly
deep hindquarter. Good length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at rear, toes
in slightly in front. The hocks should be much firmer. Shows a good sequence
of steps with a good backline.
ROXAMBURG EVITA 17/08/2021 7100049816 Sire: Roxamburg One For The
Road AZ Dam: Jarrahaus Take A Gmble Az Brd: Roxamburg Kennels Exh: G
& K Hall
Y:0 M:6 D:26 Well proportioned, medium strong, medium boned female puppy
of good type. Good head, the ears should be much firmer. Good neck, level
topline, quite well moulded slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Steps correct front and rear.
Shows good ground coverage with a good topline.
BLAKNGOLD Z Z ZINGER 25/08/2021 3100436186 Sire: Lashadas Z Z Top
Dam: Blakngold Get Rich Quick Brd: Exh Exh: Vanessa Stocks
Y:0 M:6 D:18 Medium strong, well proportioned puppy bitch of pleasing type.
Good head with good strength of the upper and lower jaw. The eye should be
darker. Good top and underline. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stepping narrow at rear, hock joints should
be firmer. Stepping correct in front, elbows are a little open. Shows a good
sequence of steps with a good topline.
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BLUEMAX SIA (AI) 17/06/2021 4100358381 Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia (Imp
Uk) Dam: Bluemax Salted Pretzel Brd: Exh Exh: Ms A F Brinkworth
Y:0 M:8 D:26 Withdrawn with judge’s permission.

PUPPY BITCH - STOCK COAT
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CINDERHOF SANSAA 12/05/2021 2100565513 Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia
(Imp UK) Dam: Stobar Gambaa Brd: Miss J Cathie Exh: Mr J.G & Mrs J.A
Strachan
Y:0 M:10 D:0 Expressive, well pigmented and well coloured bblack and gold
feminine puppy of very pleasing type. Very good head with desired and eye
colour and masking. Rather large ears. Very good length of neck. Very good
top and underline. Good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Presents a very good picture in stance. Very good length of foreleg. Steps a
little narrow at rear, correct in front with good hock and elbow firmness. In
movement has very good ground coverage and displays a very good outlook.
Dry and firm.
BRONBOREO UNA 01/04/2021 6100129799 Sire: Wulkano-Uno Von
Schnitzerteam Dam: Seigen Hayos Asha Brd: Kennel Lozani Exh: Mr Z
Petreski
Y:0 M:11 D:11 Medium size, well proportioned black and gold puppy of
pleasing type. Good head and expression. Good ears, eyes should be a little
darker. Good strength of the upper and lower jaws. Strong neck, level withers,
firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Tail is set just a little high.
Balanced angulations of the fore and hindquarter. Good fore and very good
underchest. The foreleg length could be a little longer. Pasterns are a little
steep. Steps correct front and rear. The hock joints are yet to firm. In
movement shows good drive and reach and holds a good topline.
BRONBOREO FANNY BOO 24/04/2021 6100129841 Sire: Wulkano-Uno Von
Schnitzerteam ( Imphun) Dam: Bronboreo Vejaja Brd: Mr B Pereira And Mr R
Pritchard Exh: Mrs Tracey Hill
Y:0 M:10 D:19 Large female puppy who presents a good picture in stance.
Well coloured and well pigmented. Good head and expression with good mask.
Good eye colour. Strong neck, very good topline, pronounced fore and
underchest. Good length of foreleg. Balanced angulations. Steps correct front
and rear. Shows very good drive and reach with a good topline. She shouldn’t
get any deeper.
RANDINKA CYCLONE SALLY 25/05/2021 3100431705 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp UK) Dam: Randinka Turkish Delight Brd: G. Green Exh: Greg
Green & M Baldwin
Y:0 M:9 D:18 Well boned, well proportioned black and gold female of pleasing
type. Very good head and expression. The ears should be firmer and are rather
large. Very good topline. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation with
good fore and underchest and good length of foreleg. Shown in out of coat
condition. Steps correct front and rear where the hock joints are yet to firm. In
movement displays a very good sequence of steps with a good topline. She
should carry her head a little higher at the walk and movement phases.
INIFF CHICAGO FOLLY 04/06/2021 3100432755 Sire: Iniff Icebreaker Dam:
Iniff Baton Rouge Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Orchard
Y:0 M:9 D:8 :Double P1 Lower Right. Medium size, slightly stretched black
and gold female of good type. Good head where the neck should be a little
longer. Level withers, Good back, slightly steep croup, good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and pronounced underchest. The tail has a
slight cast to the left. Steps correct front and rear where the elbow joints should
be firmer. In movement she needs to show a bit more energy. Has good
ground coverage but tended to fall on the forehand. .
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UHLMSDORF RIZZOLI 19/03/2021 9100012555 Sire: Djangovom Team
Panoniansee Dam: Uhlmsdorf Coco Chanel Brd: V Fairbairn & W Meffert Exh:
W Meffert & V Fairbairn
Y:0 M:11 D:24 Substantial black and gold female who presents a nice picture
in stance. Very good head with desired masking. Good strength of upper and
lower jaws. Medium eye colour. Neck should be a little longer. Slight nick
behind, long level wither. Straight back. Well moulded slightly steep croup.
Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Pronounced forechest. Good foreleg.
Stepping correct at rear, toes in at front. Shows good reach and drive, falling
slightly on the forehand. Should carry the tail a little more correct ly.
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RANDINKA THUNDA STORM 25/05/2021 3100431703 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp UK) Dam: Randinka Turkish Delight Brd: Mr G B Green Exh: M F
& J C Burgess
Y:0 M:9 D:18 Well coloured, well pigmented medium strong puppy of good
type. Should present herself with a little more confidence. Good head and
expression. Good ears. The neck should be a little longer. Slight peak in the
topline. Well moulded slightly steep croup. Good fore and slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. Good length of foreleg.
Pasterns are a little steep. Stepping narrow and cow hocked at rear, correct at
front. When she settles has a very good sequence of steps maintaining a good
topline. Needs much more ring training.
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ROXAMBURG ROSETTE 08/06/2021 7100049290 Sire: Sup Ch Allendell
Quick Silver Rn Az Bsc Dam: Ch Roxamburg Harleys Rose Brd: Exh Exh: K &
G Hall
Y:0 M:9 D:4 Missing P1 lower left, P2 upper right should be more developed.
Rather large, well boned, black and light gold female of just good type. Has a
slight furrow above the eyes which spoils the expression. The eyes should be
darker and lips should be tighter. Rather large ears. The neck is set erect into a
level wither, straight back, short steep croup. Short steep upperarm. Good
hindquarter angulation where the lower thigh is too long. Good length of
foreleg. Shown very out of coat. Steps correct front and rear with good
firmness of the hock joints. Carries the tail a little unnaturally. Good sequence
of steps, however the movement lacks balance.
JUNIOR BITCH - STOCK COAT
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FREINHAUF NIGELLA AZ 25/09/2020 6100125436 Sire: Chili Della Valcuvia
(Imp UK) Dam: Freinhauf Elle Mcpherson Brd: Kr, Rt & Ca Knuckey Freinhauf
Kennels Exh: Mrs Tracey Hill And Mr Kr & Mrs Rt Knuckey
Y:1 M:5 D:18 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/28. Large, strong and substantial well
proportioned, well coloured and pigmented female of very pleasing type. Firm
and dry. Presents a very good picture in stance. Expressive feminine head with
good masking. The eye could be a fraction darker. Very good strength of the
upper and lower jaws. Very good ear carriage. Strong powerful neck. Very
good top and underline. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation with broad
powerful thighs. Stands correct in front. Very good length of foreleg. Stepping
correct both front and rear with good firmness of hock and elbow joints. In
movement displays free flowing ground cover maintaining a firm wither line.
Finished the class with very good energy and presentation.
BODECKA OUT OF CONTROL AZ 11/10/2020 3100418426 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp UK) Dam: *Bodecka Mayhem Az Brd: Jenny Joseph Exh: Aaron
Robinson / Jenny Joseph
Y:1 M:5 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 61/29.Very large, strong and substantial
well boned feminine bitch of very good type and proportions. Presents a very
good picture in stance. Strong but feminine head, with good dark masking and
desired dark eye. Very good top and underline. Very good fore and deep
hindquarter angulation. Broad powerful thighs. Very good fore and underchest.
Very good length of foreleg. Presented in very good condition. Stepping narrow
at rear, the hocks should be much firmer. Stepping a little wide in front, the
elbows should be more closed. Displays very good, powerful ground covering

movement, maintaining a very good topline with very good energy and
expression.
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BRONBOREO GINGER MEG 07/03/2021 6100129797 Sire: Wulkano-Uno
Von Schnitzerteam (Imp Hun) Dam: Bronboreo Ginger Nina Brd: Mr B J
Pereira & Mr R Pritchard Exh: Shebelle Kennels
Y:1 M:0 D:5 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/28. Well above medium size, medium
strong well pigmented sable female of pleasing type. Presents a very good
picture in stance. Expressive feminine head with good masking and dark eyes.
Rather large ears. Strong powerful neck. Very good top and underline. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation with broad powerful thighs. Good length
of foreleg. Good fore and underchest. Stepping a little narrow at rear, not quite
correct at front. Displays a very good outline in movement with powerful drive
and very good reach.
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BRONACRE SCORCHED CHILIPOP 23/01/2021 3100425405 Sire: Chili
Della Valcuvia (Imp Uk) Dam: Bronacre Salted Popcorn E.T. Brd: Exh Exh:
Bronacre Kennels
Y:1 M:1 D:20 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/27.5. Well above medium size, lightly
framed, slightly elongated female of good type. Good head and expression.
Slightly erect neck. The eye should be just a little darker. Rather large ears.
Good length of neck, level wither, slight curve in the back, slightly short slightly
steep croup. Shown in out of coat condition. Good fore and underchest. The
upper arm should be a little longer. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good
length of foreleg. She should show a little more confidence. Rather long tail.
Steps narrow front and rear. In movement shows a good sequence of steps
with good ground coverage maintaining a good witherline.
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WILLMAURS GIDJET GIRL 30/12/2020 3100422193 Sire: Willmaurs
Romford Reggie Dam: Stobar Carlotte Brd: Exh Exh: Mr W & Mrs M Goodwin
Y:1 M:2 D:13 Height/Depth of Chest: 57/28.5. Medium size, medium strong
well coloured black and gold female of good type. Expressive feminine head
with dark masking, dark eyes, slight Roman nose. Very good neck and topline.
Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and maximum
chest depth proportions. The pasterns ideally should be a bit firmer. Stands
correct in front. Stepping a little narrow at rear, correct at front with good
connections of the hocks and elbows. In movement displays a good stride with
good energy maintaining a good topline. After prolonged gaiting tended to fall a
little on the forehand.
656
6
VG
LEGIONAIRE ZARA 13/02/2021 3100424454 Sire: Conbhairean Freddie
Dam: *Cinderhof Ninaa Az Brd: Exh Exh: Legionaire Kennels
Y:1 M:0 D:30 Height/Depth of Chest: 61/28. Very large, medium strong well
coloured female of good type. Good head and masking however the eye
should be darker. Good ear set. Ideally the neck should be longer. Level
wither, firm back, short steep croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and short underchest. Good length of foreleg. Dry and
firm. Correct length of tail. Steps correct front and rear with good hock and
elbow firmness. Shows good drive with just a slight restriction in the reach with
good overall firmness. After prolonged gaiting tended to fall a little on the
forehand.
655
7
VG
BODECKA QUIZ (AI) AZ 29/01/2021 3100423771 Sire: Ch. Bodecka
Grandslam Dam: Bodecka Mystique Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph
Y:1 M:1 D:14 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/28. Large, medium strong, just
slightly stretched female of good type. Good head, medium eye colour. Rather
large ears. The neck is set slightly erect. Level wither, slight rise in the topline.
Well moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and slightly deep hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and good lower chest. Good length of foreleg.steps a
little narrow at rear, correct at front. The elbows are a little open. Shows good
ground covering movement. The drive could be a little more effective. Shows
good firmness overall.
INTERMEDIATE BITCH - STOCK COAT
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6

VG

ALLINKA VIVALDI AZ 31/10/2019 3100399586 Sire: *Conbhairean Freddie
(Imp Uk) Dam: Ica Von Der Zenteiche (Imp Deu) Brd: Mr A & Mrs F Henderson
Exh: Mr Gl Jones
Y:2 M:4 D:12 Height/Depth of Chest: 59.5/29. Well above medium size, strong
and substantial, well proportioned female of pleasing type. Shown in heavy
condition. Expressive feminine head, where the eye should be just a little
darker. Dark masking. Good ear set. Good top and underline. Very good fore
and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good
underchest. Broad powerful thighs. Standing correct in front. Steps correct front
and rear with good elbow firmness. Tail has a cast to the left. Displays very
good ground coverage maintaining a good overline. Despite her condition she
maintained very good ground coverage at all phases of the gaiting exercise
due to her very good construction.
VANHARLEY XANDRAH 20/03/2020 3100407934 Sire: *Jayshell Nebraska
AZ Dam: *Vanharley Red Summer Rain ""A" "Z" Brd: M/S D.M. Colson Exh:
M/S D.M.Colson
Y:1 M:11 D:23 Height/Depth of Chest: 57.5/28. Just above medium size,
medium strong, well coloured black and gold female of quite pleasing type.
Desired dark mask. Feminine expression.Good neck, high withers, firm back,
quite well moulded croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation with
broad thighs. Good fore and underchest with good length of foreleg. Stepping a
little narrow at rear, not quite correct at front. In movement her sequence of
steps should be a little more effective. She presents a very good overline.
Should present herself a little better for the individual presentation.Just needs
to be a little more animated.
ROXAMBURG JALAPENO (AI) AZ 16/04/2020 7100046177 Sire: Rico Von
Der Kleinen Birke (Imp Deu) Dam: Ch Roxemburg Hot Chilli Az Brd: K & G Hall
Exh: G & K Hall
Y:1 M:10 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 57/27.5 Medium size, medium strong
slightly elongated female of pleasing type. Very good head and expression.
The ears are just a little low set. Very good length of neck. Level withers, firm
back, just slightly flat croup. The tail is set just a little high. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Very good fore and underchest. Very good length of
foreleg. Stands correct in front. Steps correct at rear, the hocks should be a
little firmer. In movement displays very good drive and reach maintaining a
good overline.
BRONACRE ICE ICE MAGIC (AI) 09/12/2019 3100402954 Sire:
Ch.Hasenway Wild Knight Dam: Bronacre Blue Ice Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh:
Rhonda Davison
Y:2 M:3 D:3 Height/Depth of Chest: 58/28. Above medium size, medium
strong elongated black and gold female of good type. Feminine head, just
slight Roman nose. Good ear set. Neck is set erect. High withers, firm back,
quite well moulded croup. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and just slightly short underchest. Good length of foreleg. Steps
narrow at rear with loose hocks. Correct in front, elbows are a little open.
Shows good ground coverage with a good topline.
*TAURORN CHARDONAY AND GUCCI 04/01/2020 5100115925 Sire: Uk.
Ch. Conbhairean Freddie Dam: Taurorn Take That Brd: Ms G Wellman Exh: M
Macdonald
Y:2 M:2 D:8 Height/Depth of Chest: 57/27.5 Medium size, medium strong,
well proportioned female of pleasing type. Dry and firm. Very good head and
expression. Strong neck, firm back, slightly short slightly steep croup. Very
good fore and hindquarter angulation with good fore and underchest. Good
length of foreleg. Slightly high set tail. Stepping correct front and rear with good
firmness of hock and elbow joints. Displays good balance in movement with a
firm overline.
*SHEBELLE TINKERBELL 15/06/2020 3100411756 Sire: Uk Ch
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Grand Ch. Schaeferhund Balleena Cd Rn
Et Brd: Exh Exh: Shebelle Kennels

Y:1 M:8 D:28 Height/Depth of Chest: 56/28 Under medium size, medium
strong female of good type. Feminine head with medium eye colour. Just a
slight Roman nose. She should show a little more expression. Good neck, level
wither, firm back, quite well moulded croup. Good fore and just slightly deep
hindquarter angulation. Her foreleg length should be just a little longer. Steps
narrow at rear, not quite correct at front. In movement she has good ground
coverage maintaining a good topline.
662
7
VG
*STARKHUND STRAIGHT OUTA HELL 30/01/2020 3100406120 Sire:
*Ch.Schaeferhund Xesko Dam: *Arristar Lyka Bat Outa Hell Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs
A & Mr J Barr
Y:2 M:1 D:13 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/28 Double P1 Upper Left. Well above
medium size, medium strong well coloured black and gold female of good type.
Good head and expression with desired dark eyes and mask. Strong neck,
level wither, firm back, slightly short croup. Good fore and very good
hindquarter angulation with good forechest and very good length of foreleg.
Shown in out of coat condition. Steps a little cowhocked and not quite correct
at front. Slightly high tail set. Displays very well balanced movement with a
good topline and good expression.
665
8
VG
LEILAHUND COTTON CANDY SKIES AZ 29/04/2020 3100408604 Sire: Ch.
Schaeferhund Xesko Dam: Ch. Blakngold Crowd Goes Wild Rn. Et. Brd: Exh
Exh: H Stocks
Y:1 M:10 D:14 Height/Depth of Chest: 59/27 Large, medium strong, well
boned female of good type. Medium eye colour. Good head, rather large ears
and the lips could be a little tighter. Slightly erect neck. High withers, firm back.
Slightly short croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and very good underchest. Good length of foreleg. She should be firmer in
her ligamentation. Steps correct front and rear. The hocks and elbows should
be firmer. Displays energetic movement with good ground coverage however
the ligamentation should be much firmer.
OPEN BITCH - STOCK COAT
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EXC
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*JAYSHELL TOUCHEE (AI) AZ TD RN 25/10/2018 3100382557 Sire: Macho
Vom Lamorak Ger. Fh-2 Ipo3 Dam: Ch. Jayshell Kenzie Brd: Mrs N Mcdermott
Exh: Mrs R Snijders
Y:3 M:4 D:18 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/28.5. Large, strong and substantial.
well boned female of very pleasing type. Expressive feminine head, with good
masking and eye colour. Very good length of neck. Level wither, firm back, well
moulded croup. Very good fore and very good hindquarter angulation. Very
good fore and underchest. Stands correct in front with very good length of
foreleg. Steps correct both front and rear. Elbows should be a little tighter. Very
good firmness of hocks. Shows very workmanlike movement with very good
ground coverage maintaining an absolutely dry and firm overline. She
transitions exceptionally well from the walk to the gait and is absolutely
convincing on the loose lead. Gunsure. A female close to the ideal with working
ability and excellent anatomy. Finished the show with the Dual performance
award.
*KELINPARK ROZATA AZ 23/09/2018 2100506373 Sire: Djambo Vom
Fichtenschlag Dam: Kelinpark Butterscotch Brd: La Gregor Exh: A. Leverett
Y:3 M:5 D:20 Height/Depth of Chest: : 60/28.5. Very large, medium strong,
slightly stretched expressive female of very good type and balance. Feminine
head with very good masking. Slight Roman nose. The skull should have a little
more depth. Very good neck, which is set slightly erect High withers, peak in
the topline. Well moulded croup. The long upper arm is set just slightly steep.
Deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and very good underchest. Steps a
little narrow at rear, hock joints should be much firmer. Shows a very expansive
movement with a lot of energy and carries a good witherline. The peak in the
back remains throughout all phases of the movement. An exceptionally
powerful and dynamic moving, expressive female who performed very well
throughout the class. Gunsure
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EXC

*BRONBOREO ADRIANNA AZ 22/04/2019 6100117309 Sire: Schaeferhund
Rafael Dam: Seigen Hayos Asha Brd: Pereira/Pritchard Exh: Cat Ellis
Y:2 M:10 D:21 Height/Depth of Chest:61/29. Very large, strong, powerful
female of very good type. Presents a very good picture in stance. Elongated
proportions. Very good head with dark eyes and rather large ears. The lips
should be a little tighter. Strong powerful neck. Very good top and underline.
Very good length of foreleg. Very good fore and underchest. Stepping a little
narrow at rear and not quite correct in front. Pasterns are not quite firm. Shows
very good ground coverage with a very good overline and is dry and firm.
Gunsure
*BLUEMAX SALTED PEANUT AZ 23/04/2019 4100321638 Sire: *Bluemax
Say Bombs Away (Ai) A Z Dam: *Bluemax Salted Pretzel A Z Brd: Ms A F
Brinkworth Exh: Ms A F Brinkworth And Mrs E & Mr P Neale
Y:2 M:10 D:20 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/29. Well above medium size, strong
and substantial female of very good type. Good head and expression. Neck is
set just a little erect. High withers, firm back, well moulded croup. Very good
fore and hindquarter angulation. She must not become any deeper. Shown in
very good coat condition. Good length of foreleg. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, the hock and elbow joints should be a little firmer. In movement displays
very good reach and drive with a very good overline howebver she must be
firmer in the ligamentation. Gunsure
*BODECKA MYSTIQUE AZ 14/11/2018 3100383148 Sire: Ch. Seigen Suris
Alfie Dam: Bodecka Zensation Brd: Exh Exh: Jenny Joseph
Y:3 M:3 D:29 Height/Depth of Chest:59/28. Above medium size, medium
strong well coloured, well proportioned female of pleasing type. Very good
head and expression. Powerful neck. High withers, firm back, well moulded
croup. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
very good underchest. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front, stepping
correct in rear, not quite correct in front. The elbows could be a little firmer.
Good firmness of the hock joints. In movement has very good ground
coverage. The reach and drive should be just a little more effective and have a
little more energy. Gunsure
*KARABACH PINCH OF PEPPER AZ 16/01/2018 3100370417 Sire: Ch.
Conbhairean Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: Sadria Tillys Pepper Brd: J R Carter Exh:
John Carter
Y:4 M:1 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 58.5/28. Above medium size, medium
strong, well pigmented female. Compact proportions, the saddle markings
should be a little deeper. Expressive feminine head, slight Roman nose. Good
ear set. Ideally the neck should be a little longer. Level wither, firm back, well
moulded just slightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation.
Very good fore and underchest however the foreleg length should be a little
longer. The pasterns a little firmer. Steps correct front and rear with good
hockness and elbow firmness. Shows a good sequence of steps with a good
overline. The movement is just a little hasty. Gunsure
*TRAYKEN YES NO MAYBE SO AZ 05/05/2017 3100357626 Sire: VENEZE
LUTZ ( IMP UK ) Dam: Ch Kardin Naughty But Nice Az Brd: Mrs T Hill Exh:
Mrs Tracey Hill
Y:4 M:10 D:7 Height/Depth of Chest: 58/27.5 Double P1 Upper Right. Broken
Incisor 2 upper left. Above medium size, medium strong, expressive quite well
proportioned female of good type. Well pigmented and well coloured. Good
head, medium eye. Strong neck, high withers, firm back, quite well moulded
croup. The upper arm should be a little longer. The shoulder is just a little
steep. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. There is an imbalance in the upper
and lower thigh. Good fore and well developed underchest. Good length of
foreleg. Standing correct in front. Slight wave in the coat over the croup.
Stepping a little narrow both front and rear. Maintains a good overline and a
good sequence of steps. Gunsure.
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*CINDERHOF NINAA AZ 06/07/2018 2100502138 Sire: Macho Vom Lamorak
Imp Deu Dam: * Fremont Hot Stuff Az Brd: Ms L Lynch Ms J Cathie Exh:
Legionaire Kennels
Y:3 M:8 D:6 Height/Depth of Chest: 61/29 . Very large, strong and substantial
brood type female who presents a nice picture in stance. Ideally the black
colour should be more pronounced. Strong but still feminine head. Desired
dark eye. Strong powerful neck. Very good overline. Very good fore and slightly
short underchest. Very good length of foreleg. Shown in very good coat
condition. Stepping a little narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Hock joints
should be a little tighter. In movement shows very good power from the rear.
The reach is just a little restricted. Maintains a good overline and good back
ligamentation. Gunsure
*JARRAHHAUS TAKE A GAMBLE AZ 04/12/2019 6100120272 Sire:
Schaeferhund Rafael Dam: Freinhauf Gamble Brd: Mrs R A Spencer Exh: Lisa
Williams
Y:2 M:3 D:8 Height/Depth of Chest: 60/30. The bite is tight. Very large, strong
and substantial brood type female of very good type. Well constructed. Good
head. Should be a little more expressive. Strong powerful neck. Good backline
slight wave over the topline. Slightly short slightly steep croup. Very good fore
and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Steps a little
narrow at rear, correct at front. Tail has a cast to the left. Shows very good
ground coverage with a good sequence of steps maintaining a good wither line.
Gunsure
*BRONACRE BUTTERSCOTCH BLISS AZ CCD RN SWN 22/08/2019
3100397537 Sire: Uk Ch Conbhairean Freddie(Imp Uk) Dam: Bronacre Salted
Licorice Brd: Bronacre Kennels Exh: Mr P & Mrs D Howard
Y:2 M:6 D:21 Height/Depth of Chest: 58/27 Medium size, medium strong,
good proportions and good type. Good head and expression. Medium eye
colour. The neck should be longer. Level wither, firm back in stance. Slightly
short slightly steep croup. Balanced angulations. Good fore and just slightly
short underchest. Good length of foreleg. Slight wave over the backline in her
coat. Stepping a little narrow both front and rear. Good firmness of hocks and
elbows. Shows good drive with slightly restricted reach falling on the forehand.
Good ligamentation. Gunsure
*CH ROXAMBURG REBEL FOR KICKS AZ 15/09/2018 7100042030 Sire:
Hasenway Mongtomery Az Bsc Dam: *Roxamburg Luka Me Az Bsc 1 Brd:
Roxamburg Kennels Exh: Glenn & Kristy Hall
Y:3 M:5 D:28 Height/Depth of Chest: 57.5/27. Just above medium size,
medium strong expressive well coloured slightly elongated female of good
type. The eye should be a fraction darker. Good masking. Good ear set. Good
neck, level withers, firm back. The croup is short. High tail set. Very good fore
and hindquarter angulation. Very good forechest and slightly short underchest.
Good length of foreleg. Pasterns are a little steep. Stepping a little narrow at
rear, wide at front and toes in slightly. Shows a very good sequence of steps
with very good expansive ground covering movement. Failed the guntest.
Withdrawn with Judge’s permission.
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Sunday – Dog Classes.
MINOR PUPPY DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
681

1

VP

TOLLERHUND GRYFFINDOR 21/06/2021 3100433169 Sire: Eroica Ice Ice
Baby (Ai) Dam: Grundelhardtper Sempre Brd: Exh Exh: Lisa Pretty

Y:0 M:8 D:22 Rather large for his age group, well proportioned well balanced
black and red male puppy of pleasing type. Presents a good picture in
stance.The planes of the skull should be more aligned. Medium eye colour with
dark masking. Lovely top and underline. Presents a very good picture in
stance. Tail has a cast to the left. Steps a little narrow at rear, not quite correct
at front. Steps slightly cow hocked. In movement displays strong drive with just
a high stepping action in reach.
JUNIOR DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
684

1

VG

BABENBERG VALENTINO 11/03/2021 5100123641 Sire: *Lenin von der
Grafenburg a ED (Imp Gmy) Dam: *Babenberg Tiffany AZ Brd: Babenberg
Kennels Exh: Babenberg Kennels
Y:1 M:0 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/30. Double P1 upper right. Large,
medium strong, richly coloured and pigmented black and tan male of pleasing
type. Masculine head with good masking however the eyes should be a
fraction darker. Good ear set, good length of neck, high withers, firm back,
slightly steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter angulation. Good fore and
underchest. Good length of foreleg. Presents a very good picture in stance.
Stepping a little narrow at rear, hocks should be firmer. Stepping correct at
front. The tail has a cast to the left. In movement displays very good drive with
just a slight stepping action in the reach maintaining a very good topline.

682

2

VG

AMDAK HASHTAG BEAU 18/09/2020 4100345508 Sire: Eroica Ice Ice Baby
Dam: Amdak Fudge Me Sideways Brd: Amdak Kennels Exh: Lori Huysman
Y:1 M:5 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest: 62/30. Medium size, strong and
substantial junior dog of good type. Masculine head and expression. The
planes of the skull should be better aligned. Good masking. The eye should be
a little darker. Presents a nice picture in stance. The neck should be a little
longer. Level wither, slightly raised topline. Very good forehand, slightly deep
hindquarter. Good fore and short underchest. Good length of foreleg. Pasterns
should be a little firmer. Steps correct at rear, the hocks should be firmer, not
quite correct in front. The tail has a cast to the right. In movement shows good
drive with just a slight restriction in the reach however the topline remains a
little roached in movement. Falls slightly on the forehand.

INTERMEDIATE DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
685

1

VG

*GERMULF BACARDI VONBEN AZ 11/09/2019 5100034034 Sire: *Rimerini
Expect The Unexpected Dam: Schaeferhund Stacey Brd: Germulf Kennels
Exh: Kiara Stacey
Y:2 M:6 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/29. Large, strong and substantial quite
well constructed male of pleasing type. Very good head, the eye is light. Slight
Roman nose. Very good masking. Strong powerful neck, high withers, firm
back, well moulded steep croup. Good length of upper arm. The shoulder blade
is steep. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and just slightly short
underchest. Stands a little narrow and not correct in front. Steps very close at
rear, not correct at front. In particular the right pastern turns out. In movement
shows good drive with a slight high stepping action in the reach with good
ground coverage. Should hold the wither a little higher in movement.

686

2

VG

*JARVINIA FIELDS OF GOLD AZ 18/03/2020 3100407078 Sire: Beautrae
Xfactor Dam: Ch Stobar Yalina Brd: Narelle Cullen Exh: Charlotte Lumley
Y:1 M:11 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/30. Large, masculine well boned
sable male of compact proportions. Good neck, level wither, firm back, well
moulded croup. The upper arm should be a little longer, slightly steep shoulder
blade. Very good hindquarter angulation. Good fore and short underchest.
Pasterns are a little steep. Stands a little narrow. Stepping a little cow hocked
at rear, not quite correct in front. Shows good drive with slight restriction in the
reach, falls a little on the forehand.

OPEN DOG - LONG STOCK COAT
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*JAYSHELL RICKODO AZ 31/10/2017 3100365575 Sire: Uk.Ch Conbhairean
Freddie (Imp Uk) Dam: *Ch Jayshell Winona Az Brd: Mrs N Mcdermott Exh:
V&D Wisdom
Y:4 M:4 D:12 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/30.The bite is quite tight. Large,
strong and substantial very well constructed well coloured and pigmented male
of very good type. Masculine head with strong upper and lower jaws. medium
eye colour with very good masking and good ear set. Strong neck, very good
topline. Very good fore and just slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Presents
a very good picture in stance. Standing not correct in front. Good length of
foreleg. Steps correct at rear, hocks should be a little tighter, good firmness of
elbows. Displays powerful drive and very good reach with very good ground
coverage maintaining a very good wither. An exceptionally well constructed
male who was not challenged for the class win or for the best lsc dog. Gunsure
*DERHARV THE FORCE IS STRONG AZ 03/06/2018 3100377800 Sire:
Karabach Night Force Az Dam: Kanjelese High Priestess Az Brd: Ms Hannah
Kelly Exh: Ms M Rovetto
Y:3 M:9 D:9 Height/Depth of Chest: 62/29 medium size, medium strong well
constructed black and gold male of pleasing type. Good head and expression.
Good length of neck, good overline. Slightly steep shoulder blade. Slightly
deep hindquarter angulation. Good fore and underchest. The foreleg should be
just a little longer.Stands not quite correct in front. Steps a little narrow at rear.
The hocks and elbows should be firmer. Displays good ground coverage with
very good reach and drive with good energy. Gunsure
*EROICA JETHRO AZ RN CCD 03/05/2018 5100106043 Sire: Willas Vom
Aurelisbrandt Dam: Vladimir Glam I Am Brd: Eroica Exh: Mr C Whitford & Mrs
C Leonard
Y:3 M:10 D:9 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/32.5. Large, medium strong male of
stretched proportions. expressive masculine head with just slightly loose lips.
Dark eyes and dark mask. Good ears. Good length of neck, just a little erect.
Nice overline. Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Stands very
narrow and the ribs are a little flat. Presents a nice picture in stance. Stepping
a little narrow at rear where the hock and elbows are loose. Displays very good
ground coverage, powerful drive, slight stepping action in the forehand reach.
The measurements height to depth do not match the dog insitu as he does not
give the appearance of being on maximum chest depth. Gunsure
*CH LEBERHINE JERONIMOE AZ 02/01/2017 5100097433 Sire: Ch Xaro
Von Der Plassenburg Dam: Ch Leberhine Umeeko Brd: Leberhine Kennels
Exh: Vivien Drummond
Y:5 M:2 D:10 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/29. Well above medium size, medium
strong quite well constructed male whose saddle marking should be more
pronounced. Good head and expression. Eyes should be a fraction darker.
Good masking. Good ear set. Good length of neck. Level wither, slight bend in
the lumbar spine. Well moulded steep croup. Very good fore and hindquarter
angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest.Stands not correct in
front and the front feet are a little flat. Good length of foreleg. Stepping narrow
at rear, hocks are loose and the elbows are open. In movement shows very
good ground coverage with a good sequence of steps. He holds his topline
quite well. Gunsure
*AUST GR. CH. LORDAVO ROYAL COMMANDER AZ RN 16/11/2017
3100366326 Sire: Ch Jayshell Glasgow Dam: Ch Zandrac Duchess Satine
Kryze Brd: Mr D & Mrs L Organ Exh: Miss K E Raven
Y:4 M:3 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/31. Large, strong and substantial
black and gold male of very good type. Slightly stretched proportions. Very
good masking. Strong upper and lower jaws. Good ears, the neck should be
just a little longer. High withers, firm back, steep croup. Very good fore and
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and just slightly short underchest. Stands
not correct in front. Good length of foreleg. Steps a little narrow at rear, the

hock and elbow joints should be just a little firmer. Displays very good drive
and reach maintaining a firm overline. Gunsure

Long Stock Coat CHALLENGE DOG
Long Stock Coat RESERVE CHALLENGE DOG
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BABY PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT
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1

VP

BLUEMAX NUTCRACKER JACK (AI) 10/10/2021 4100364004 Sire: Dingo Di
Casa Mary Dam: Bluemax Salted Peanut Brd: Ms A Brinkworth Exh: Bronacre
Kennels. Y:0 M:5 D:2 Nice moving puppy.
MINOR PUPPY DOG - STOCK COAT
696
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DERHARV DANGEROUS MAN 10/09/2021 3100437425 Sire: Obama Du
Montgison (Imp Deu) Dam: Derharv Pure Blonde Brd: Exh Exh: Mrs Hannah
Kelly
Y:0 M:6 D:2 Well coloured medium strong puppy who presents a nice picture
in stance. Good head, the expression is marred by the light eye. Good length
of neck, level wither, slight rise in the topline. Good length of limbs. Good
angulations. Steps correct front and rear, hocks should be firmer. Displays a
good sequence of steps, just needs to carry his wither higher. Would benefit
from a little more training for the ring as he tends to pull too hard distorting his
good construction.
695
2
VP
IMAGICK KASPAR 08/09/2021 4100363004 Sire: Pirlo Von Arminius Dam:
Imagick Evangeline Brd: Mrs M Macklin Exh: Margitta Vaughan
Y:0 M:6 D:4 Medium strength puppy, well coloured, should be a little stronger
in the foreface. Eye should be just a little darker. Good angulations. Good over
and underline. Good length of foreleg. The tail casts to the left. Stepping
correct at rear and front, the elbows are open. Good hock connection. Good
ground coverage, firm and dry.
JUNIOR DOG - STOCK COAT
UHLMSDORF RUSSIAN ROULETTE (AI) CCD 09/10/2020 9100012409 Sire:
Dingo Di Casa Mary Dam: Uhlmsdorf Pink Champagne Brd: Mrs V
Fairbairn&Mr Wolf Meffert Exh: Victor Grzeszkiewicz
Y:1 M:5 D:3 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/30 Large, strong, slightly stretched
very well constructed male of very good type. Well coloured. Very good length
of limb. Strong head, just slight Roman nose, the eye should be darker. Very
good neck, level wither, firm back, slightly steep well moulded croup. Very
good angulations. Very good fore and underchest. Standing not correct in front.
Tail has a cast to the right. Stepping a little narrow at rear, not correct in front.
Pasterns are east/west. In movement displays good ground coverage with a
good sequence of steps. A nice easy mover.
UHLMSDORF CASINO ROYALE 09/10/2020 9100012410 Sire: Dingo Di
Casa Mary Dam: Uhlmsdorf Pink Champange Brd: V Fairbairn & W Meffert
Exh: Mona Carroll
Y:1 M:5 D:3 Height/Depth of Chest: 63/31. Just above medium size, strong
and substantial elongated black and gold male of pleasing type. Masculine
head, lips should be a little tighter. The left ear should be firmer. Strong upper
and lower jaws, medium eye colour. Very good length of neck, very good top
and underline. Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and very good underchest. Standing and stepping not correct in front. Very
good length of foreleg. Steps correct at rear. The east west pasterns should be
firmer. During movement shows powerful drive, and good reach. The
ligamentation overall should be firmer. Presented in out of coat condition.
Pulled too hard throughout the gaiting phase of the class.
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BRONACRE JALAPENO CHILIPOP 23/01/2021 3100425404 Sire: Chili Della
Valcuvia (Imp Uk) Dam: Bronace Salted Popcorn Et Brd: Bronacre Kennels
Exh: Sharon Cowie, James Cowie
Y:1 M:1 D:20 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/29.5. Large, medium strong, animated
well coloured black and tan male of good type. The planes of the skull should
be more correct. Desired dark eye with good masking. Slight Roman nose.
Good length of neck, held just a little erect. High withers, straight back. Slightly
short croup. Good forehand angulation, slightly deep hindquarter angulation.
Good fore and very good underchest. Standing not correct in front. Steps
narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Hocks should be a little tiighter, the
elbows are quite well connected. Displays strong drive with good reach
maintaining a good overline.
699
4
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REBDON ROCH DAMASUS 11/12/2020 3100420993 Sire: Riddick Vom
Demina Hof (Imp Srb) Dam: Awatea Mistic Foxie Brd: Rebdon Exh: Ms. J
Wijaya & Mr. Kevin Wijaya
Y:1 M:3 D:1 Height/Depth of Chest: 66/30.5 Very large, medium strong
slightly stretched male of good type. Well coloured black and gold. Expressive
head. The skull should be a little deeper. The eye should be darker. Strong
neck, slight nick behind level withers, slight downward bend in the lumbar
spine. Well moulded croup. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation.
The upper arm ideally should be longer, the shoulder blade is a little steep.
Good fore and very good underchest. Stepping correct at rear, not quite correct
at front. The tail has a twist to the left. In movement shows good drive with a
slight restriction in the reach. Falls a little on the forehand. Lacked ring training
and energy throughout the gaiting phase of the class.
OPEN DOG - STOCK COAT
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*ALWIN VOM HAUS NESGEN (IMP GER) a ED 16/02/2018 SZ2343294 Sire:
Hugh Vom Eichenplaz Dam: Wickivom Gilkauertal Brd: Natasha Nesgen Exh:
S Pittelli P Flynn
Y:4 M:0 D:27 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/30. Upper left lateral incisors 202 &
203 removed due to accident. Tooth certificate #10130.
Well above medium size, strong, well proportioned black and gold male of
pleasing type. He presents a very good picture in stance. Very good head and
expression. Masculine. Good length of neck. Very good top and underline.
Very good fore and correct hindquarter angulation. Very good length of the
foreleg. Should stand a little more correct in front. Stepping very narrow at rear
where the elbows sould be a little tighter. In movement displays a very good
topline with very good reach and drive with a good sequence of seps. Firm and
dry. Gunsure. This dog held his lines throughout all phases of the gaiting
performance despite the hot conditions. An excellent dog close to the ideal.
*WULKANO-UNO VON SCHNITZERTEAM (IMP HUN) a ED 01/09/2016
met.nj.518/16 Sire: Ulkan Von Maikhus Dam: Ixy Van Contra Brd: Martin
Janos Exh: Petreski/Pereira
Y:5 M:6 D:11 Height/Depth of Chest: 63/27.5. Dropped lower incisors Lower
401,301. Just above medium size, medium strong but substantial. Well
constructed male of pleasing proportions and type. Masculine head with broad
skull and foreface, dark eyes and well set ears. Good length of neck, the
shoulder is just a little forward placed. Good length of upper arm. Very good
hindquarter angulation with broad powerful thighs. Very good length of foreleg.
Very good fore and underchest. Presents a very pleasing picture in stance.
Pasterns should be a little firmer. Steps narrow at rear, correct at front. The
hock joints should be a little firmer. Displays very good picture in movement.
Far reaching effortless gait with good energy and firm ligamentation. Gunsure.
An exceptionally good performing dog with expansive movement, just lost the
line a touch during the loose lead gaiting and ultimately became the deciding
factor.
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*OLYMP VOM LARCHENHAIN (IMP DEU) a ED 07/10/2016 SZ2330484 Sire:
*Irone Du Clos De Patmisand Dam: *Havanna Vom Larchenhain Brd: Herr
Vincent Buss Exh: Ms K F Graham & Mr B Adams
Y:5 M:5 D:5 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/30. Dropped lower incisors 401,301.
Undeveloped P1s on lower right and left. Large, medium strong, substantial
very well constructed dog of pleasing type and proportions. Very good coour
and pigment. Noble head, with dark eyes and very good masking. Ideally the
neck should be just a little longer. Very good topline, very good fore and correct
hindquarter angulation. Good fore and good underchest. Stands a little narrow
but with very good length of foreleg. Easy relaxed presentation. Stepping
correct front and rear, elbows should be a little tighter. In movement displays
an easy gait with a very good sequence of steps. Would have liked to see a
little more energy in the gaiting phase performance particularly on the loose
lead. In all respects a very beautiful well constructed male. Gunsure
*OBAMA DU MONTGISON AZ (IMP DEU) a ED 01/05/2018 SZ2364274 Sire:
Asap Vom Aldamar (Deu) Dam: Josy Du Montgison (Deu) Brd: Mr C
Trentenaere Exh: Mrs S Parker, Mrs S Bick, Mr J Carter And Mrs B Blythe
Y:3 M:10 D:11 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/30. Well above medium size, strong
and substantial, slightly elongated male of pleasing type. Good head and
expression, the eyes should be just a little darker. Very black mask. Good neck
set slightly erect. Good topline that has a bend in the lumbar spine. Well
moulded steep croup.Very good fore and deep hindquarter angulation. Good
fore and underchest. The fringing under the chest gives the impression he is a
little deep. Good length of foreleg. Very flat feet. Presented in very good
condition. Steps narrow at rear with very loose hocks, a little wide at front. The
elbows should be more closed. The pasterns should be firmer. Displays very
good ground coverage with a tendancy to carry the head too high spoiling the
overall impression and balance. Gunsure
*KHAYEM REVELATION AZ ET 01/08/2017 2100480150 Sire: *Labo Vom
Schollweiher (Imp Deu) Dam: *Khayem Je Ne Sais Quoi Az Brd: Ms K F
Mcgregor Exh: Ms K F Graham
Y:4 M:7 D:11 Height/Depth of Chest: 63/30. Dropped lower incisors 401 301
Under developed P1s upper right and left. Well above medium size, medium
strong well coloured richly pigmented elongated male of pleasing type. Very
good head and expression with desired dark eye. Slight Roman nose. Rather
large wide set ears that should be firmer in movement. Good neck, long
withers, slight peak in the topline. Well moulded croup. The upper arm should
be a little longer. Slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg.
Good fore and very good underchest. Firm and dry. Stepping narrow at rear,
correct at front. The elbows are a little open. Shows very good ground covering
movement with a tendancy to just overreach. Has a tendancy to lift the front
feet a little high to take up the strong hindquarter drive. Gunsure
*CH. SHEZNOVA DJANGO AZ 01/08/2018 2100502751 Sire: Va Djambo
Vom Fichtenschlag (Imp Deu) Dam: Sheznova Starkisst 'A' 'Z' Brd: W And T
Curry Exh: Mr. Jeffrey Mark Rapley
Y:3 M:7 D:11 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/31.5. Well above medium size,
strong and substantial. Very masculine well presented well constructed
handsome dog of pleasing type. Well coated. Very good head and expression
with desired dark eyes. Roman nose. Slightly erect neck. Flat withers, rise in
the backline with downward bend in the lumbar spine. Well moulded croup.
Very good fore and slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Broad powerful thighs.
Pronounced fore and maximum underchest depth. The foreleg length should
be longer. The pasterns should be firmer and he does not stand or step correct
at front. The elbows should be firmer. Steps slightly narrow at rear with loose
hocks. In movement displays very good ground coverage, the back should be
straighter. Gunsure
*CH DUX DI CASA NOBILI (IMP ITA) AZ 27/09/2018 ROI18/193385 Sire: Kik
Crveni Mayestoso (Ita) Dam: Asia Di Casa Nobili(Ita) Brd: Mr L Nobili Exh: G +
E Parsons
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Y:3 M:5 D:16 Height/Depth of Chest: 65.5/31.Very large, medium strong
elongated male of pleasing type and presents a very good picture in stance.
Ideally the skull and foreface should be just a little stronger. Desired black
mask and eye colour. The ears should be firmer and are tipped back. The right
ear is not quite straight. Very good neck, high withers, firm back with a slight
bend in the lumbar spine. Quite well moulded croup. Very good fore and
slightly deep hindquarter angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stepping very
narrow at rear, not quite correct in front. Hock and elbow joints should be
tighter. In movement he is dry and firm displaying a good sequence of steps
with very good good ground coverage. Gunsure
*BRONACRE POPPED TO THE MAXX AZ TD ET 04/02/2019 3100388715
Sire: Seigen Bliss Myass Dam: Bronacre Salted Popcorn Brd: Bronacre
Kennels Exh: Mrs D & Mr R Oldfield
Y:3 M:1 D:8 Height/Depth of Chest: 64/31.5 Well above medium size, medium
strong quite well proportioned black and gold male of good type. Good head
and expression with medium eye colour. Good masking. Roman nose. Should
be a little more expressive. Neck should be just a little longer. Level wither,
slight peak in the topline with a downward bend in the lumbar spine. Well
moulded slightly short croup. Good fore and correct hindquarter angulation.
Good breadth of thigh. Forechest could be a little more pronounced. Slightly
short underchest. Good length of foreleg. Tail has a slight cast to the right.
Steps a little narrow at rear and the elbow and hocks joints should be a little
tighter. Displays good drive with slight restriction in reach. Has a slight roach
over the topline. Gunsure
*CH. ZANDRAC JAGUAR AZ 29/04/2018 3100376260 Sire: Conbhairean
Karlos (Imp Uk) Dam: Zandrac Its A Love Thing Brd: Mrs R Jones Exh:
Shebelle Kennels
Y:3 M:10 D:14 Height/Depth of Chest:64/32. Large, medium strong, quite well
constructed male of good type and proportions. Good head and expression.
Slight Roman nose. Desired dark eyes. Good length of neck which is just
slightly erect. High withers with a slight bend in the lumbar spine. Steep well
moulded croup. Good fore and hindquarter angulation. Ideally the thigh should
be broader. Good length of foreleg however the underchest is on the absolute
maximum. Good forechest. Stands very narrow in front and not quite correct.
Shown in out of coat condition. Stepping correct at rear the elbows are open.
Shows good movement, good length of stride, a slight restriction in the reach
and is dry and firm. Gunsure
*BRONACRE ULURU JACKAROO AZ 18/10/2018 3100382276 Sire: *Gerry
Vom Schacher (Ger) Dam: *Bronacre Uluru Matilda Et Brd: Bronacre Kennels
Exh: Mrs. Fran Farley
Y:3 M:4 D:25 Height/Depth of Chest: 65/31.5. Large, strong, robust wll
pigmented male of good type. Slightly coarse head. The lips should be tighter.
Dark eyes. Good length of neck. High withers, straight back, slightly short
croup. Slightly high tail set. Good fore and very good hindquarter angulation
with good length of foreleg. Good forechest with the underchest on maximum
depth. Shown in out of coat condition. Carries the tail a little high. Stepping
correct front and rear, the hock joints should be firmer and the elbows a little
tighter. The ligamentation should be a little tighter over the back. Shown in
heavy condition. Quite wilful in his nature. Shows good drive and a slight
restriction in the reach falling a little on the forehand. Gunsure. Owner
requested that the dog be withdrawn. Permission granted.
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Summation The 106th Victorian Championship Show was held over two days 12th and 13th March 2022
at the KCC Grounds in Skye Victoria. We were fortunate that the weather was fine however the days
were overly warm. I was mindful that it was quite hot particularly after 12:30pm each day, therefore I
made sure that the dogs had enough rest breaks and opportunities for water.
The show ran very smoothly and on time, assisted by the professional work of the show team, led by Ian
Urie. The Show Secretary, Cristine Begbie made me feel very welcome and looked after all my needs. I
was supported on both days by great stewards in Ian Urie and Vince Tantaro and the ever efficient Barb
Blythe doing the stenography. It was great to have Vince mentoring Matt Morris aspirant in the Judges
Training Scheme on Saturday and on Sunday Jenny Yuen worked with Nicky McDermott as she is
moving through to the final phase towards gaining her full GSDCA Specialist Judges Licence. Each day
they joined me in the ring to cement the experience of judging inside the ring instead of being outside.
This is essential in judges training. There is so much more to be gained by being in the ring and seeing
what the judge sees.
It was a good entry by today’s standards and the lower numbers in classes limit the opportunity to make
judgements about trends for particular sires. The younger classes were dominated by Chili della
Valcuvia (12 progeny 4 class wins) and Wulkano Uno von Schnitzerteam (6 progeny 3 class wins),
Dingo di Casa Mary (3 progeny 2 class wins) and the older classes by Conbhairean Freddie (10 progeny
3 class wins).
Most of the older dogs were well trained and handled the gaiting phases and conditions quite well. The
open classes were gun tested with 32 out of 33 animals showing no concern. The open classes were
temperament tested individually and transparently with no issues being exposed. In the older classes I
enabled dogs I considered could win, to lead the class and have an opportunity at the front. Dogs were
asked to gait a lap or two of the ring without assistance from outside attraction. Their performance in this
exercise strongly factored into my consideration as to the ultimate decision. The competition was
particularly close in the Open stock coat classes.
Prominent faults that I critiqued often were that a large number of exhibits were erect or slightly erect in
the neck. The length of the neck was quite good in most cases however the lay is a problem. It often
combines with a steep shoulder or an overangulated hind. Dogs who run with their head raised generally
are compensating for an overangulated hindquarter that is transmitting to the forehand and in order for
the dog to feel balanced they lift the head and the feet to get the timing right. This distorts the whole
overline. There were a lot of animals critiqued with slightly deep to deep hindquarter angulation, and this
fault was often coupled with either a curved back or a bend in the lumbar spine, that originates from a
peak in the back. In turn, the pelvis is often steep lowering the position of the knee and removes room for
the dog to complete the hindquarter drive properly. Approximately 25-30% of animals exhibited did not
stand correct in front. This is concerning because the front legs bear the weight of the locomotion and
the legs not being straight creates further instability and will cause wear and tear on the dog’s ability to
maintain trotting for extended periods of time. It is quite a serious fault. There are varying degrees of
incorrect fronts and these range from; narrow chests that don’t provide breadth at the chest for the
elbows, triggering the dog to stand east west to take its weight; the legs are straight but the pasterns are
weak and turn out, or at times the whole leg is twisted. I saw degrees of all of these over the weekend.
Many animals presented with medium eye colour combined with very dark masking that made this more
prominent. This is purely an aesthetic thing. There were very few animals with truly light eyes.
The animals promoted in the open classes were mostly free from the faults mentioned above. They were
assessed on their construction, soundness, movement and presentation combined. I was very
impressed with the top four to five animals in the open stock coat classes. The first two open long stock
coat males and females were also very pleasing.
Thanks to the exhibitors for their sportsmanship. The vibe at the show appeared very positive and I had
a very enjoyable weekend judging and catching up with colleagues, exhibitors and long time friends.
Special thanks to Brank and Chris who picked me up from the airport and brought me to the show each
day.
Melanie Groth 😊

